Final Project Proposal
EDUC 537
Fall, 2009

Proposes the following final project for EDUC 537 Technology Across the Curriculum:

Insert project description here. Here are three important components to a successful project proposal:

• Independent learning-- This project must use one or more of the tools learned in the course or a tool that you learn on your own. You must clearly identify something new you are learning independently about using that tool/those tools in your proposal. Then include a summary of what you actually learned in your final write up.

• Best practices-- the project must involve some research into or suggested best practices of how teachers effectively use such tools in their classrooms. Or you might research further an issue related to the use of technology that particularly concerns you. Include a summary of the article(s) that you locate and how it advanced your own thinking as a future education professional. Include a copy of any printed article or the first page and URL of any online article.

• Final product—You should produce something that you anticipate being able to use in your current teaching assignment or in your future classroom. You will present this product to us in a 5 minute presentation on the date listed on the syllabus for final project presentations.

Presentation Date:
Final Project due date:

Yourname, Student  Date

Mike Charles, Ph.D.  Date

Other faculty (optional)  Date